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Abstract. We show that the moments of the trace of a random unitary matrix
have combinatorial interpretations in terms of longest increasing subsequences of
permutations. To be precise, we show that the 2n-th moment of the trace of a random
k-dimensional unitary matrix is equal to the number of permutations of length n with
no increasing subsequence of length greater than k. We then generalize this to other
expectations over the unitary group, as well as expectations over the orthogonal
and symplectic groups. In each case, the expectations count objects with restricted
\increasing subsequence" length.
Introduction
Much work has been done in the combinatorial literature on the \increasing sub-
sequence problem", that of studying the distribution of the length of the longest
increasing subsequence of a random permutation. The problem was rst consid-
ered by Hammersley ([5]); good summaries can be found in [1] and [10], which
gives an alternate proof of Theorem 1.1. This problem is also closely connected to
the representation theory of Sn, particularly the theory of Young tableaux. The
representation theory aspects are covered in [13]; section 5.1.4 in [8] gives a good
treatment of the more elementary Young tableaux results.
The results reported here arose from the observation that a certain partial sum
of characters of the symmetric group that occurs naturally in the increasing subse-
quence problem also appears when calculating certain expectations over the unitary
group. In particular, it turns out that the distribution of the length of the longest
increasing subsequence can be expressed exactly in terms of the moments of the
trace of a random (uniformly distributed) unitary matrix. This correspondence
generalizes both to other moments for the unitary group, and to the moments of
the trace of a random orthogonal or symplectic matrix. In each case, the moments
count objects (colored permutations, signed permutations, or xed-point-free invo-
lutions) with restricted increasing subsequence length.
Section 1 states and proves the connection between the classical increasing sub-
sequence problem and the unitary group. Section 2 extends this to other increasing
subsequence problems connected to the unitary group, including an increasing sub-
sequence problem for signed permutations (the hyperoctahedral group). Section
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3 gives the corresponding results for the other classical groups. Finally, section 4
proves an alternate form of theorem 1.1, originally given in [10].
This work is taken from section 5 of the author’s Ph.D. thesis ([11]).
1. The classical increasing subsequence problem
In [4], Diaconis and Shashahani give the following result:
EU2U(k)

jTr(U)nj2

= n!;
for n  k, where the expectation is taken with respect to Haar measure. A natural
question is then: what happens for n > k? By rening their methods, one can
prove the following:
Theorem 1.1. Dene
fnk = EU2U(k)

jTr(U)nj2

: (1.1)
Then fnk is the number of permutations  of f1 : : : ng such that  has no increasing
subsequence of length greater than k. (An increasing subsequence is a sequence
i1 < i2 < : : : < im such that (i1) < (i2) < : : : < (im).)
Proof. As in [4], we can think of this as an inner product of Tr(U)n with itself;
since the nonzero Schur functions are orthonormal with respect to this inner prod-
uct, we can simplify things by expanding Tr(U)n = p1n(U) (a power-sum sym-
metric function) into Schur functions. In general, for any expression of the form
EU2U(k)(p(U)p(U)), we can expand the power-sum functions into Schur func-
tions, getting the following formula:
EU2U(k)

p(U)p(U)

=
X
;‘n


EU2U(k) (s(U)s(U))
=
X
‘n
‘()k


; (1.2)
where  is the character of the symmetric group with label  evaluated at a
permutation of cycle type . In particular, for  =  = 1n, we get
EU2U(k)

jp1n(U)j
2

=
X
‘n
‘()k
(
1n
2
: (1.3)
Thus, we are left with the purely combinatorial question of evaluating the sum on
the right.
Recall that 1n is equal to the number of Young tableaux of shape . Thus (1.3)
is counting the number of pairs of Young tableaux with the same shape, with size
n, and with width at most k. But, by Schensted’s correspondence, this is exactly
equal to the number of permutations of Sn with longest increasing subsequence of
length at most k, and the theorem is proved. 
(Notation remark: in the sequel, fnk will refer to the combinatorial quantity,
rather than to the formula over U(k); similar remarks apply to the generalizations
of fnk dened below)
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2. Other increasing subsequence problems
Given this result, it is natural to investigate the possibility of generalizing The-
orem 1.1 to give combinatorial interpretations of other similar formulae on U(k).
By (1.2), this boils down to nding combinatorial interpretations ofX
‘n
‘()k


:
Now, [17] and [15] give a generalization of Schensted’s correspondence connecting
\hook permutations" and pairs of rim-hook tableaux of the same shape, analo-
gous to Schensted’s correspondence, including, in some special cases, an increasing
subsequence style result.
Let S
(m)
n be the set of functions from f1 : : : ng to f1 : : : ng  f1 : : :mg such that
the function yields a permutation when projected onto the rst component. In
other words, the elements of S
(m)
n are essentially colored permutations. (This is
a special case of Stanton and White’s concept of a hook permutation; the general
denition is unnecessary for our purposes.) Then [15] gives a bijection between
S
(m)
n and pairs of rim-hook tableaux of the same shape and content mk.
Let us dene an increasing subsequence of  2 S(m)n as a sequence i1 < i2 <
: : : < ik such that the rst components of (ij) are increasing in j, and such that
the second components of (ij) are all equal. If p is the second component, then
the length of the increasing subsequence is dened to be m(k − 1) + p.
Lemma 2.1. For  2 S(m)n , the length of the longest increasing subsequence of 
is equal to the width of the rim-hook tableaux corresponding to .
Proof. Theorem 36 of [15] gives only that d l
m
e = d w
m
e, where l is the length of
the longest increasing subsequence, and w is the width of the rim-hook tableaux.
However, it is straightforward to get this slight renement using essentially the
same proof. 
Then, using (1.2) and the Murnaghan-Nakayama formula for the characters of
the symmetric group (where we remark that the sign of a rim-hook tableau of
content mk depends only on its shape, so can be ignored), we have immediately
Theorem 2.2. Dene
f
(m)
nk = EU2U(k)

jTr(Um)nj2

:
Then f
(m)
nk is the number of  2 S
(m)
n such that  has no increasing subsequence of
length greater than k.
Remark. [4] gives the following formula:
EU2U(k)

jTr(Um)nj2

= mnn!;
for k  mn. This also follows from theorem 2.2; if k  mn, then no element of
S
(m)
n has an increasing subsequence of length greater than k. Thus f
(m)
nk = jS
(m)
n j =
mnn!.
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For other values of , (or, especially, when  6= ), we encounter a major dif-
culty in nding a combinatorial interpretation of the character sum (1:2). The
problem is that the Murnaghan-Nakayama formula is, in general, an alternating
sum. This causes problems with the generalized Schensted correspondence; when
counting pairs of tableaux, it is necessary to consider signs. In order to make the
total character sum work out, Stanton and White’s construction needs to pair up
all pairs with opposite signs with pairs having the same signs. This pairing, un-
fortunately, does not respect shape. Thus, only in those cases in which the signs
in the Murnaghan-Nakayama formula are constant for each shape can we expect
a nice result as above. (At least for k small; in the case jj; jj  k, [4] gives a
closed form for EU2U(k)(p(U)p(U)).) The signs in the case  =  = m
n are con-
stant, as we mentioned above; the only remaining case (as far as the author knows)
with constant signs is  =  = 2n1, so it is natural to look for a combinatorial
interpretation in this case.
Dene Bn to be the hyperoctahedral group, dened as the group of permutations
 of f−n;−n + 1; : : : ;−1; 1; : : : ; n − 1; ng such that (−x) = −(x). An element
of Bn is determined by two data: j(jxj)j, which permutes f1; 2; : : : ; ng, and the
sign of (i) for 1  i  n. This gives a bijection between Bn and the wreath
product Z2 o Sn; thus, jBnj = 2nn!. The order-preserving map between f−n;−n+
1 : : : ;−1; 1; : : : ; n − 1; ng and f1; 2; : : : ng gives an imbedding of Bn in S2n; the
dening relation of Bn becomes (2n+ 1− x) = 2n+ 1− (x). For our purposes,
we also need an imbedding of Bn in S2n+1. This is done by adding 0 to the set
Bn permutes (naturally, (0) = 0); we get a permutation on f1; 2; : : :2n+ 1g by a
translation. The dening relation in that case is (2n+ 2− x) = 2n+ 2− (x).
Theorem 2.3. Dene
b(2n)k = EU2U(k)
Tr(U2)n2
b(2n+1)k = EU2U(k)
Tr(U2)nTr(U)2 :
Then bNk is equal to the number of elements of BbN2 c that have no increasing
subsequence of length greater than k, considered as an element of SN .
Proof. A \domino tableau" is dened (see, for instance, [7]) as a rim-hook tableau
with content 2n; every value appears in two neighboring positions. Similarly we
dene an \almost-domino tableau" as a rim-hook tableau with content 2n1. Using
the Murnaghan-Nakayama formula, we have that 2n is equal (up to sign) to the
number of domino tableaux of size 2n, and 2n1 is equal (again up to sign) to the
number of almost-domino tableaux of size 2n+ 1. Thus, we need to relate domino
or almost-domino tableaux to the hyperoctahedral group.
We associate to each element of Bn a pair of tableaux of size N of the same
shape, by applying the Schensted correspondence to the corresponding element of
SN . In order to count these tableaux, then, we need a more useful characterization
of them. Since Bn  SN is characterized as the subgroup of  such that N +
1 − (N + 1 − x) = (x), we need to understand how this transformation acts on
tableaux. This action can be stated in terms of a certain dualization operation on
tableaux (due to Schu¨tzenberger [14]). The dual of a tableau is dened as follows:
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Let D1 be the following operation on tableaux: delete the top-left element of the
tableaux, then move the lesser of the element immediately below and the element
immediately to the right into the vacated spot, and continue until the edge of the
tableaux is reached. For example:
1 3 5
2 4
6
!
3 5
2 4
6
!
2 3 5
4
6
!
2 3 5
4
6
To construct the dual of a tableaux, apply operation D1 repeatedly until the
tableaux is empty; the dual tableaux has a 1 in the last position vacated, a 2
in the second-to-last position vacated, etc. Clearly, then the dual of a tableaux
has the same shape. Furthermore, we have the following lemma ([8], section 5.1.4,
theorem D):
Lemma 2.4. Let  2 SN correspond to the pair of Young tableaux (T1; T2). Then
the pair of tableaux corresponding to x 7! N + 1− (N + 1− x) is (T 1 ; T

2 ), where
T  is the dual of T .
(Note that it follows immediately from this that (T ) = T ).
Thus, under the Schensted correspondence in SN , Bn corresponds to the set of
pairs of self-dual tableaux. The following result is known (proposition 17 in [2]; see
also [7]):
Lemma 2.5. There is a bijection between the set of self-dual tableaux of shape 
and the set of domino (almost-domino) tableaux of shape .
Theorem 2.3 follows immediately. 
Remark. We have two interpretations of EU2U(k)(jTr(U
2)nj2), namely the combi-
natorial versions of f
(2)
nk and b(2n)k. It is unclear whether there is a simpler proof
that these two combinatorial quantities are the same; unfortunately, the natural
bijection between S
(2)
n and Bn does not preserve increasing subsequence length.
Remark. Again, [4] gives theorem 2.3, in the special case k  N .
3. The other classical groups
The above results can be extended, in the simpler cases, to the orthogonal and
symplectic groups, using some facts on the expectations of Schur functions over
these groups. In particular, for any partition , EO2O(k)(s(O)) is either 1 or 0; its
value is 1 if and only if  has at most k elements, each of which is even. This follows
from the fact that only those representations of U(n) contain a copy of the trivial
representation when restricted to O(n). Similarly, ES2Sp(2k)(s(S)) is 1 if and only
if  has at most 2k elements, and every number appears an even number of times in
 (alternatively, every element of the transpose 0 of  is even). A straightforward
modication of the rst part of the proof of theorem 1.1 gives:
Lemma 3.1. EO2O(k)(Tr(O)
n) is equal to the number of Young tableaux of size
n of width at most k with each column of even length.
And similarly for the symplectic group:
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Lemma 3.2. ES2Sp(k)(Tr(S)
n) is equal to the number of Young tableaux of size
n of width at most 2k with each row of even length.
It remains then to interpret this number in a more straightforward way. Now,
just as there is a correspondence between pairs of Young tableaux and permutations,
there is a similar correspondence between single Young tableaux and involutions
(take the permutation corresponding to the pair (T; T )). Furthermore, the following
is known ([8], exercise 5.1.4.4):
Lemma 3.3. Let  be an involution with k xed points. Then the tableau corre-
sponding to  has exactly k columns of odd length.
Thus a tableau with no odd columns corresponds to a permutation with no
xed points. Putting this together with the increasing subsequence result used in
theorem 1.1, we get:
Theorem 3.4. EO2O(k)(Tr(O)
n) is equal to the number of xed-point-free involu-
tions of length n with no increasing subsequence of length greater than k. Similarly,
ES2Sp(2k)(Tr(S)
n) is equal to the number of xed-point-free involutions of length
n with no decreasing subsequence of length greater than 2k.
Proof. The result for the orthogonal group follows easily from the above. For the
symplectic case, it suces to note that if one transposes the tableaux being counted,
one ends up counting tableaux of height at most 2k where each column has even
length. But the height of a tableaux gives the length of the longest decreasing sub-
sequence of the corresponding permutation, and, as already established, tableaux
with even-length columns correspond to xed-point-free involutions. The desired
result follows immediately. 
Remark. It should be noted that the above methods can also give combinatorial in-
terpretations of EO(k)(Tr(O
2)n) and ESp(2k)(Tr(S
2)n), given by replacing n by 2n
in theorem 3.4 and adding the condition that the xed-point-free involutions must
also be elements of the hyperoctahedral group, as embedded above. However, there
is apparently no immediate extension to EO(k)(Tr(O
m)n) and ESp(2k)(Tr(S
m)n).
Remark. Again, [4] give a formula for EO2O(k)(p(O)) and ES2Sp(2k)(p(S)), for k
suciently large compared to jj, using properties of the Brauer algebra; proofs of
their results along the above lines are given as theorems 6.2 and 6.4 of [11].
4. An alternate form
One possible application of (1.1) and its generalizations is that it may be easier
to get asymptotics for trace formulae on U(n) than for the associated combinatorial
quantities; one can write explicit integrals for the trace formulae. [10] contains pre-
liminary work in an attempt to use a related formula to prove asymptotic formulae
for fnk, which is a quantity of some interest to combinatorialists. They use the
following formula (which they derived independently):
Corollary 4.1.
fnk =
22n(n!)2
(2)kk!(2n)!
I(n; k);
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where
I(n; k) =
Z 
−
: : :
Z 
−
0@ X
1jk
cos(j)
1A2n Y
1j 6=lk
eij − eil  d1 : : : dk:
Proof. Noting that the density of Haar measure on U(k) in terms of the j is given
by
1
2
k 1
k!
Y
1j 6=lk
eij − eil 
(see, for example, [16]), we can immediately rewrite I(n; k) as an expectation over
U(k):
I(n; k) = (2)kk!EU2U(k)
0B@
0@ X
1jk
cos(j)
1A2n
1CA :
Writing X
1jk
cos(j) =
1
2
0@ X
1jk
(eij + e−ij )
1A ;
we get
I(n; k) =
(2)kk!
22n
EU2U(k)

Tr(U) + Tr(U)
2n
:
We can expand this using the binomial theorem. Since Haar measure on U(k) is
invariant under change of phase, it follows that the only term that contributes to
the expectation is the Tr(U)nTr(U)n term; consequently, we have
I(n; k) =
(2)kk!
22n
2n!
n!2
EU2U(k)

jTr(U)nj2

:
The result follows immediately from theorem 1.1. 
Remarks. (1) Zeilberger (personal communication) has reported a third indepen-
dent proof of corollary 4.1, using Schenstead’s correspondence and a variant of the
hook formula. (2) One can similarly rewrite the other trace formulae to use sums
of cosines in place of the traces; it is not entirely clear which form would be more
convenient for doing asymptotics.
Johansson has recently used this formula to give another proof that the mean
of the length of the longest increasing subsequence of a random permutation of
length N is asymptotically 2
p
N [6]. He also has similar results for the quantities
of theorem 2.2 (personal communication), as well as heuristics for the variance.
It is also worth remarking that Regev ([12,3]) has considered the asymptotics of
fnk for k xed, as well as the (combinatorial) quantities of theorem 3.4. Regev nds
that these quantities (as well as a number of generalizations) are asymptotically
given by certain multiple integrals (which can then be explicitly evaluated). In
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the cases of particular interest to us, the resulting multiple integrals turn out to
be integrals appearing in the theory of random matrices (related to the Gaussian
matrix ensembles). Consequently, it should be possible to derive Regev’s asymptotic
formula for fnk from theorem 1.1, together with standard results from random
matrix theory relating the behavior of the eigenvalues of random unitary matrices
to the behavior of the eigenvalues of Gaussian Hermitian matrices [9].
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